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SALINAS SCANDAL SHEET Est. 2007

       September  2018

A little late to mention it, but on Saturday, August 18th, at 18 minutes past 8:00, it was 
8/18/18 8:18.   (As noted by KENS 5, San Antonio)

Am sure SOME kids don’t like it, but it’s BACK TO SCHOOL TIME AGAIN!

Atty Uri 
Druker walks 
his sons to 

school!  (Any 
attorneys-to-
be in that 3-
some, Uri?)

…and what was the reason for this gathering?  
It looks like these kids are in La Posada’s 

(Laredo) Party Room!   (Farias, Landis, Druker, 
Ridgley, & DeWall kiddos posed for a pretty 

picture!)

Fortunately, these little guys don’t have to 
worry about school just yet!

Sure 
hope 

they like 
school!  

And 
there’s 

no doubt 
about 
what 

grades 
they’re 

in, either!
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Ed Ridgley, great guy, w/his pretty Burke 
granddaughters!

And here are the Tedsan & Mari 
(Farias) Ridgley children…all 4 of them 

& al! in school!

Farias grandchildren, acting up!  (I think they’re all 
actors/actresses!)

Ana is missing, but she’s in the picture 
below!

Here are the Farias grandchildren…at La 
Posada’s party room!


(Celebrating granddad’s birthday, maybe?)
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Another great picture of the Druker’s!   
There are Joshua & Linda (Uri’s 
parents), plus Uri & Susie,  Uri’s 

sisters, and all the kiddos!

No doubt about when 
Briana Riedesel will 

graduate!   Pretty Linda 
Wright’s granddaughter 
will be a Junior in the 

Class of 2020!

Meanwhile, here’s 
Damon Swisher, 
w/his new dog, 

Missy!   Damon is 
now in Sulphur 

Springs, TX & on 
his own….  

Gosh, how time 
flies!  (Enjoy your 
children while you 

can, because 
before you know 
it, they’re Off & 

Away!)

And it looks like Briana’s brother, 
Triston, has graduated!   He was 18 in 

May, & now he’s off to new 
adventures!   (Sorry, mom & dad 

(Rodney & Stephanie)!  But kids DO 
grow up!)

Gosh, the Wright twins are so big already!
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I don’t know what the occasion 

was, but here are Gonzalo & 
Susie Farias, w/son Hector, plus 
Mark & Diana DeWall, with son 
Drake & daughter Alexa, and 

Bella Farias with them! 

Wow!  And don’t Uri & Susie (Farias) 
Druker look great in their outfits!   

(Wonder if they won for best costumes?)

Another sweet 
picture, w/Drake 
DeWall & cousin, 

Bella Farias!

Hugo w/dad,   
Hugo Flores - 

A recent 
picture, 
because 
Hugo, the 

son, has now 
graduated 
from TX 
A&M!)

Laura 
(Flores) 

Bachman, 
brother Leo 
& sis Susie 

(Flores) 
Farias make 

a pretty 
picture! 

Are the 
Landis’ 

selling, or 
giving 
away 

whatever 
is in that 

box?  
Donuts, 
maybe?
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Sep 1 - Marc DeWall    04 - Shawn

          Langford

04 - Alessandro

          Farias

07 - Ben Kalmbach

11- Carol Burt 15 - Kim Burke 17 - Jordan 
Varnon

20 - Owen 
Reed

22 - Stephen 
SundetI sure hope I haven’t left anyone out, but if 

so, let me know, and I’ll mention it next 
time!

MISCELLANEOUS       
PICTURES!

SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAYS


